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ABSTRACT 

 

Corporate governance of banks is about building credibility, ensuring transparency and 

accountability, maintaining an effective channel of information disclosure as well as to be 

competent among banks. Sound governance practices of banks is therefore refer to the 

processes, structures and information used by management for directing and overseeing 

managers and its affairs in order to improve the banking financial performance and long 

term firm value by enhancing corporate accountability. Meanwhile, financial freedom, one of 

the ten components of economic freedom, is a determinant of financial performance as well 

as a measure of independence of government control and interference in the financial and 

banking sector. Banking sector with high financial freedom banking environment is a 

circumstances where a minimum level of government interference exists. It is where the 

central bank supervision and regulation on banks are limited only to enforcing contractual 

obligations and preventing fraud, credit is allocated on market terms where banks can provide 

various types of financial services to individuals and companies. Hence, both sound corporate 

governance and financial freedom instigate consequences on banks financial performance. 

Subsequently, this study reviews the literature on the relationship between corporate 

governance, financial freedom and banks financial performance. This paper provides a 

platform for future empirical research.   

 

Keywords: Corporate Governance, Financial Freedom, Banks Financial Performance. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
OECD (1999) admitted a wider network of corporate governance in an organization, while 

maintaining the emphasis on the relationship between stakeholder groups, as its description 

on corporate governance read as a set of relationships between a company’s management, its 

board, shareholders and other stakeholders. Corporate governance also provides the structure 

through which the objectives of the company are set, and the means of attaining those 

objectives and monitoring performance are determined. Good corporate governance should 

provide proper incentives for the board and management to pursue objectives that are in the 

interests of the company and shareholders and should facilitate effective monitoring, thereby 

encouraging firms to use resources more efficiently. Adjaoud et. al., (2007) views it as a code 

aiming at greater managerial transparency, responsibility and shareholder and stakeholders 

equality. 

 

Nowadays corporate governance has become a very general phrase use in describing the 

control and supervising the organizational effectively and systematically (Haniffa and Cooke, 

2000).  Theoretically, corporate governance is associates with the system by which 

companies are directed and controlled (Cadbury Report, 1992) and the process by which 
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corporations are accountably responsive to accomplish the rights of its’ stakeholders. Tricker 

(1984) was earlier seem as has the same opinion as he pointed out in his study that, modern 

corporate governance is concern with merely with two main constituents; supervising and 

monitoring management performance, and ensuring accountability on the stakeholders.   

 

On the other hand, financial freedom, one of the ten components of economic freedom index, 

is a determinant of financial performance as well as a measure of independence from 

government control and interference in the financial and banking sector. If a domestic 

regulated banking sector eliminates or lowering its restrictions of certain regulatory barriers, 

the domestic banking sector is said as going through some financial freedom on the banking 

sector. Hence, a high financial freedom banking environment is a circumstances where a 

minimum level of government interference exists in the domestic banking sector. It is where 

the central bank supervision and regulation on banks are limited only on enforcing 

contractual obligations and preventing fraud, credit is allocated on market terms where banks 

provide various types of financial services to individuals and companies, and banks are free 

to extend credit, accept deposits, and conduct operations in foreign currencies.  

 

Besides that, the foreign banks business activities at domestic banking sector that possess 

with high financial freedom are also perform and treated by the authority body the same as 

domestic banks. As such, domestic government that eliminates or lowering certain 

regulatory barriers of financial freedom on domestic banking sector, has also lead the wake 

of rapid entry of foreign banks into the domestic banking sector. Consequences on the 

openness of domestic banking sector to the entrance of foreign banks and their banking 

business activities in the domestic banking sector, it may give certain impact to the domestic 

banks financial performance.     

 

 

AGENCY THEORY AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
According to Berle and Means (1932)

1
, agency concept under the agency theory is about 

stewardship principles that are implemented in a business entity. Berle and Means (1932) 

further explain, agency theory is about a contract under which one or more persons (the 

principals) engage another person (the agent) to perform some service on their behalf which 

involves delegating some decision making authority to the agent. Consequently, Jensen and 

Meckling (1976) expose that, the separation of ownership and control in a firm has given rise 

to an agency cost risk whereby there is tendency for managers to run the firm in their own 

interests, rather than those of shareholders and for benefit of the firm performance.  

 

Jensen and Meckling (1976) asserted that, agency costs comprised of three different 

components: monitoring costs, bonding costs and residual loss. Monitoring costs are the 

control costs incurred by the principal to keep the devious behavior of the manager in check. 

Bonding costs are those costs incurred to ensure that managers take decisions conducively to 

the shareholders’ interests. Residual loss occurs when both the above kind of costs fail to 

control the divergent behavior of the manager. Hence, there arose the need of mechanism for 

controlling the agency costs and an effective system to govern the corporations efficiently. 

 

Grant (2003) did mentioned that, corporate governance is a mechanism which concerned with 

the alignment of management structures within the Board and the allocation of 

responsibilities among directors and senior management of companies in maintaining 

                                                           
1
 Cited in Cadbury (2002). 
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appropriate arrangements and controls. More specifically, corporate governance has 

concentrated on the relations between the directors and managers of the corporation and its 

shareholders (Dewing and Russell, 2004) and stakeholders other than the shareholders 

interest (Schachler et. al., 2007). In such a way, according to Schachler et. al., (2007), the 

corporate governance framework should purportedly motivate those in control to increase the 

firms’ corporate wealth; financial performance. It was because sound corporate governance 

practices should motivate the managerial behaviour toward improving the corporate business 

performance turn to be more effective.  

 

 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND BANKS FINANCIAL 

PERFORMANCE 
Corporate governance of banks is about building credibility, ensuring transparency and 

accountability, maintaining an effective channel of information disclosure as well as to be 

competent among banks. Sound governance practices of banks is therefore refer to the 

processes, structures and information used by management for directing and overseeing 

managers and its affairs in order to improve the banking organizational performance and 

long term firm value by enhancing corporate accountability. 

 

According to Bino and Tomar (2012), among the main factors that support the excellent 

performance, besides the banks effective marketing discipline, strong prudential regulation 

and supervision, accurate and reliable accounting financial reporting systems, sound 

disclosure regimes and an appropriate savings deposit protection system, is sound corporate 

governance. Corporate governance comprises of corporate governance elements and 

corporate governance mechanisms. Corporate governance elements are procedures, 

processes, systems, codes of conducts, ethics and, rules and regulations that lay down in a 

bank. Whilst corporate governance mechanisms are Board and Audit Committee in a bank. 

 

OECD (1999) reveals that, governance mechanism is about the way in which Board oversees 

the running of a company by its managers, and how managers are in turn accountable toward 

achieving corporate excellent financial performance. It is because, the existence of sound 

governance mechanism will discipline managers by having the appropriate levels of 

accountability and checks and balances within a bank (OECD, 1999). It is upon this system 

that specifications are given by the Board for division of competencies and responsibilities 

to managers in implementing the formulated rules and procedures on corporate matters that 

develops corporate competitive advantage of banks (OECD, 1999).  

 

In such circumstances, Cadbury Report (2002) also revealed that, governance mechanism is 

associates with Board monitoring system by which managers are directed and controlled, and 

the process where managers are accountably responsive to accomplish the firm’s corporate 

objectives as a whole in attaining better financial performance. Cadbury Report (2002) 

further explained that, the governance mechanism of managers monitoring system, delineated 

the Board to ensure managers work within boundaries which constructed by laws and 

regulations, constitutions and resolutions of the companies. More precisely, Higgs (2003) 

revealed that, Board as the monitoring and supervising mechanisms of governance is related 

to monitoring the managers methodology and operational procedures of a corporation, 

emphasizing with the control structures and the allocation of responsibilities within 

companies, which are systematically organized.  

 

 

http://www.emeraldinsight.com.newdc.oum.edu.my/Insight/ViewContentServlet?contentType=Article&Filename=Published/EmeraldFullTextArticle/Articles/2680070507.html#idb7
http://www.emeraldinsight.com.newdc.oum.edu.my/Insight/ViewContentServlet?contentType=Article&Filename=Published/EmeraldFullTextArticle/Articles/2680070507.html#idb16
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Board is a group of people carrying equal responsibilities of leading and directing company 

with primary objective in making strategic decisions on long-term thrust and direction of any 

organization, that affect the long term financial performance of the organization (Clark, 

2007). Clark (2007) expose that, creating a vision, mission and values; developing corporate 

culture and climate, positioning in the dynamic market, setting corporate direction, 

reviewing and deciding key corporate resources, deciding implementation mode and 

processes of governance are all part of the strategic decisions that the Board uses in directing 

the thrust of any corporate entity’s toward achieving excellent financial performance. Board 

plays a crucial role of oversight the governance implementation by managers (William, 

2003).  

  

On the other hand, Audit Committee is empowered to function on behalf of the Board, an 

important oversight; control and monitoring roles of the governance structure intended to 

ensure efficiency of the corporate accountability (Marvin, 1989). Audit Committee primary 

task is to oversight the integrity of the financial reporting controls and procedures 

implemented by managers of banks. For that reason, Audit Committee is mandates mainly to 

review and monitor the entire accounting and non-accounting process of banks (Pomeranz, 

1997). To do so, Audit Committee shall regularly check with each organ of governance units 

for the compliance function of the banks’ financial and non-financial reporting process 

(Pomeranz, 1997). As such, according to Turley and Zaman (2004), Audit Committee 

provides input and recommendations to the Board with regard to any operational or financial 

matters. Being one of the key determinants of sound governance mechanism, Audit 

Committee therefore could significantly bring banks to a higher level of financial 

performance and competitiveness (Turley and Zaman, 2004). 

 

Turley and Zaman, (2004) explains further that, sound corporate governance facilitates the 

works of banking supervision by sound co-operation between both Board monitoring and 

Audit Committee oversee managers of a bank in facing the impact of an increasingly open 

banking competition environment; rapid changes of banking system, innovative products and 

services development, and technological advances. Hence, Board and Audit Committee are 

corporate governance mechanisms that responsible of setting corporate objectives, 

monitoring the day-to-day operations of the business, align corporate activities and 

behaviours with the expectation that banks will operate in safe and sound manner, and in 

compliance with applicable laws and regulations and protect the interests of depositors 

(Berger et. al., 2005). Indeed, those proper, appropriate, transparent and accountable 

management elements of sound governance are directing banking institutions toward a 

competitive institution among domestic banks (Berger et. al., 2005).  

 

Hence, sound governance practice is a significant instrument to banks excellent financial 

performance. It is because sound governance practices means little expropriation of 

corporate resources by managers, which contributes to better allocation of resources; a 

more efficient banking operational business activities and yield better corporate financial 

performance (Carcello and Neal, 2000). Furthermore, banks with sound governance 

practices will incur lower costs of capital. Lower cost of capital is a competitive advantage 

of domestic banks in facing the impact of an increasingly open banking competition 

environment (Clark and Rama, 2008). Sound governance practices is also focus on 

prevention of fraud, risk management and legal non-compliance and prevent the 

maximization of managers’ personal interests; minimizing the agency cost (Carcello and 

Neal, 2000). As such, it could reduce the probability of financial statement manipulation and 

more incentive to deter earnings management (McMullen and Raghunandan, 1996). 
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Consequently, sound governance practices will decrease the agency cost risk and increase 

profit maximization; excellent financial performance that increase the bank value (Clark and 

Rama, 2008).  

 

Sound corporate governance of banks comprise of a comprehensive governance policy 

framework that set out the strategic roles and functions of each its operational organ by 

managers and the mechanism for balancing the managers’ accountabilities. In fact, 

governance mechanisms is a systematic element in the corporate governance framework that 

provides a strategic roles and functions of the banks’ Board and Audit Committee in 

ensuring bank managers execute their responsibilities in the best interest of the bank (Judge 

and Zeithaml, 1992). Subsequently, the qualitative characteristics of Board and Audit 

Committee are important in determining the effectiveness of the managers’ team behaviour 

whose preference is to choose alternative or decision that would maximize their personal 

rather than company’s interests (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). Thus, instilling sound 

governance practices is crucial element for Board and Audit Committee of domestic banks 

for achieving sound financial performance in encountering the impact of an increasingly 

open banking competition environment.   

  

Furthermore, according to Coleman and Biekpe (2005), sound governance mechanism in 

banking institutions empirically implies Board and Audit Committee supervision for quality 

managers on six performance areas; capital adequacy, assets quality, management, 

earnings, liquidity, and sensitivity risk. (Coleman and Biekpe (2005) further asserted that, 

the degree of achievement to those six parameters determine the quality operations that give 

positive impact to sound financial performance of a bank. Thus, performance of a firm, as 

identified by (Coleman and Biekpe (2005) depends on the effectiveness of Board and Audit 

Committee acting as the governance monitoring and supervising mechanisms. Thus, Board 

and Audit Committee is essentially necessitate as its function as a governance monitor in 

controlling managerial shirking, is actually more specifically to maximize firm value and 

financial performance through greater transparency and accountability (Macey and O’hara, 

2003; Schachler et. al., 2007).  

 

Likewise, in facing the impact of domestic banks rapid changes of banking system, 

innovative products and services development, and technological advances competitive 

toward attaining excellent financial performance, Board and Audit Committee are to 

ensure managers of banks to be more discipline, transparent and accountable in 

performing their job for minimizing agency risk, and provides efficient services for 

the purpose of banking business activities without wastage of resources (Bradbury et. 

al, 2006). Board and Audit Committee is therefore critical for constructing banks to be 

more competent in facing the impact of the competition toward attaining excellent 

financial performance. Thus, the sound financial performance of a bank is depends on the 

underlying soundness of its individual governance mechanism and the robust connections 

between them, where the end goal of corporate governance is to maximize the economic 

efficiency; financial performance of the banks.  

 

Whereas governance mechanism is refer to the Board effective controlling and monitoring 

managers concerning the bank business operation activities (Davidson et. al., 2005). 

Governance mechanisms of banks refer to the processes, structures and information used 

for directing and overseeing managers and its affairs in order to improve the banking 

organizational performance and long term firm value by enhancing corporate accountability. 

Furthermore, besides maintaining compliance with all legal and regulatory requirements 
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under which the bank operates, Board is also responsible for fulfilling long-term strategic 

goals by establishing a dominant market share and being a leader in the banking sphere (Kim 

and  Rasiah, 2010).  

 

Corporate governance of banks is about Board and Audit Committee building credibility, 

ensuring transparency and accountability, maintaining an effective channel of information 

disclosure as well as to be competent to other banks (Macey and O’Hara, 2003). Thus, 

governance mechanism is through which managers are supervised that they will not act in 

their interests in increasing the bank’s financial performance and eventually rise up the bank 

value. As such, Board monitoring on managers practices of sound governance, plays a vital 

role in underpinning the integrity and efficiency of managers in attaining bank excellent 

financial performance (De Zoort, 1997).  

 

Besides that, corporate governance provides the structure through which the objectives of 

wealth maximization and sound financial performance of a banking organization are set, and 

the means of attaining those objectives are determined (Tricker, 1984). The Board fiduciary 

duties of monitoring managers’ activities where the concept of accountability, transparency 

and trustworthiness is set in, play an important role in improving sound governance 

practices in a banking business organization (Zulkafli and Fazilah 2007). As such, 

(Zulkafli and Fazilah, 2007) reveals that, the Board is said as acting as a governance 

mechanism in monitoring managers to pursue their efforts for effective governance practices 

in realizing the objectives and goals of a banking organization excellent financial 

performance. 

 

In addition, Higgs (2003) and Grant (2003) mention that, governance mechanism is 

concerned with the Board alignment and monitoring of management structures and the 

execution of responsibilities among managers of banks in maintaining appropriate 

arrangements and controls (Dewing and Russell, 2004). In such a way, according to 

Schachler et. al., (2007), Board and Audit Committee is purportedly inspire to motivate 

those managers in control to perform sound managerial behaviour for increasing the banks 

corporate wealth; sound financial performance.  

 

The effectiveness of a bank’s governance practices has a substantial relationship on the 

ability of the Board to monitor and control, besides the Audit Committee oversee risks of 

agency cost and mismanagement within the bank. With the help of Board and Audit 

Committee arrangements on regulations, business corporate values, codes of conduct and 

other standards of appropriate behaviour, and the system used to ensure compliance with 

them, corporate governance on banking institutions has been seen as an economic 

discipline that assist to achieve an increase in the banking institutions financial 

performance (Freeman et. al., 2004). Thus, sound governance practices will therefore 

strengthen the banking institutions if their positive financial performance is to be achieved 

and to evade banking corporate failures consequently affected by aggressive open banking 

competition environment. As such, in an increasingly open banking competition 

environment, there is therefore the need for banking institutions to have both resilient code 

of corporate governance and sound corporate governance practices.  

 

 

FINANCIAL FREEDOM AND BANKS FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 
Financial freedom that is counterpart of the economic freedom indexes captures the 

independence in banking system from government control is related to the concept of 

http://www.emeraldinsight.com.newdc.oum.edu.my/Insight/ViewContentServlet?contentType=Article&Filename=Published/EmeraldFullTextArticle/Articles/2680070507.html#idb16
http://www.emeraldinsight.com.newdc.oum.edu.my/Insight/ViewContentServlet?contentType=Article&Filename=Published/EmeraldFullTextArticle/Articles/2680070507.html#idb7
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regulation or deregulation; the addition or removal of regulatory barriers that control foreign 

banks entrance and the foreign banks entry business activities at the domestic banking 

sector. Accordingly, financial freedom on foreign banks entry indicates the degree of 

government control on foreign banks entry business activities in domestic banking sector 

through the introduce of appropriate regulatory framework reform on foreign banks entry.  

As such, financial freedom that acting as a regulatory control barrier on foreign banks entry 

can be associated in the measurement of domestic banks financial performance in the 

domestic banking sector that encompass foreign banks entry.
 

 

The fast development of operations of foreign banks entry in domestic banking sector has 

raises interesting questions about the consequences of financial freedom of foreign banks entry 

presence on the domestic banks financial performance; profitability, net-interest margins, 

non-interest incomes, overhead cost and loan loss provisions. Therefore, the trend of 

foreign banks entry reflected the need for government regulatory body to protect domestic 

banks through regulatory barriers control of financial freedom in facing the wake of rapid 

emergent of foreign banks entry in the domestic banking sector. As such, the main challenge 

face by the domestic authorities on foreign banks entry is to ensure a good balance 

between rules and regulations on financial freedom of the foreign banks entry. Challenges 

arise from the fact that, the government’s lack of control in terms of rules and regulatory 

barriers on the financial freedom of foreign banks entry is perceived as a critical threat to 

domestic banks financial performance. Thus, it is essential that the authorities should 

endlessly work on balancing the rules and regulations on the financial freedom of foreign 

banks entry.  

 

The main arguments against the financial freedom on foreign banks entry have earlier 

being indicated by Anderson and Chantal (1998) as a fear of foreign banks entry control 

over the substantial banking sector in any banking sector. Banking sector is a special 

industry of a country where banks are subject to various special regulation protections 

due to their central role in the economy. Lose of regulatory control and weak of supervisory 

on foreign banks entry financial freedom may lead to unsound banking performance of 

domestic banks. Berger et. al., (2000) confirm on the fear concern of Anderson and Chantal 

(1998) by exposing that, under the high degree of financial freedom on foreign banks entry; 

foreign banking institutions in one or a number of nations abroad, with specific favourable 

market or regulatory conditions in the host country abroad, exempted from credit allocation 

regulations and other restrictions of domestic banking regulator which are a net burden on 

margins, operate more efficiently than domestic banks.  

 

Consequently, a high financial freedom degree of foreign banks entry business activities in 

domestic banking sector encourages unbalance and unhealthy competition among domestic 

banks. It is because when the domestic banking sector is opens freely to foreign bank entry 

without proper and adequate regulatory control barriers over its financial freedom, the 

domestic banks dominant roles in the domestic banking sector are steadily replaced by 

foreign banks entry. For instance, greater foreign banks entry with high financial freedom 

degree in the domestic banking sector is capable in providing the most efficient financial 

intermediation between households and firms as well as between investors and entrepreneurs.  

 

Therefore, the control of financial freedom that relates with government rules and regulations 

on financial freedom of foreign banks entry is vital for the domestic banks sound financial 

performance, especially for domestic bank in less develop and developing nations. For that 

reasons, the challenge arises from the fact that, the government’s lack of control on foreign 
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banks entry financial freedom is perceived as a threat to domestic banks financial 

performance.  It would be logical that the authorities should work on rebalancing the 

financial freedom of banking sector and regulations regarding foreign banks entry. This 

does not mean too much involvement of the government in financial system, but introduce 

of appropriate regulations for domestic banking sector. The result should then be a more 

shielded domestic banking institution with better protection from foreign banks entry to 

ensure the domestic banks sound financial performance.  

 

According to Barbu & Capusneanu, (2011), in controlling domestic banks from gaining 

unhealthy financial performance on the consequences that resulting from the domination of 

dominant foreign banks entry in domestic banking sector, the host domestic banks 

government, especially of developing and less develop countries, have to interfere through 

the commencing of rules and regulations barriers which control the foreign banks entry 

financial freedom in the domestic banking sector. Hence, if a host domestic government 

impose restrictions of certain regulatory barriers control on foreign banks entry, the host 

domestic government is said as tighten its financial freedom on the entrance of foreign 

banks entry and the foreign banks entry activities at the domestic banking sector. It is the 

interpretation of a low financial freedom on foreign banks entry activities at the domestic 

banking sector. A low financial freedom of foreign banks entry could avoid the foreign 

banks entry domination in controlling banking business activities in the domestic banking 

sector. As the main objective of lowering financial freedom on foreign banks entry is to 

ensure domestic banks are not left behind by foreign banks entry, thus, it provide 

advantages for the domestic banks sound financial performance.    

 

Hence, to reap the benefits of foreign bank entry and minimize its potential costs to domestic 

banks, banking authority need to endlessly work on rebalancing between the rules and 

regulations on the degree of financial freedom of foreign banks entry. In fact, rebalancing 

regulatory requirement on financial freedom of foreign banks entry is reflecting a regulatory 

control barrier to foreign bank entry business activities in the domestic banking sector. 

Moreover, state regulator also needs to pay attention to the timing of the domestic banking 

sector internationalization process to ensure that adequate regulation and supervision on 

financial freedom of foreign banks entry are in place. It is for ensuring that domestic banks 

are not left far behind by foreign banks entry resulting from the high financial freedom. How 

the entrance of foreign banks entry should be allowed and to what extend the appropriate 

incentives for foreign banks entry financial freedom penetration should be provided in the 

domestic banking sector are actually subjects to the state government policy attention.  

 

 

CONCLUSION 
Sound governance practices are essentially vital for ensuring the laid down procedures, 

processes, systems, codes of conducts, ethics and, rules and regulations are implemented 

accordingly in a bank. Hence, sound governance practices could cause managers to better 

align their interests with that of the banks, hence increases banks financial performance, 

and thus resulting in the higher firm value. As such, sound governance practices of banks is 

an internal supervision arrangement mechanism on supervising and monitoring banks 

managers that can positively give impact on the financial performance of banks. In addition, 

financial freedom that concern with the level of independence of government control and 

interference in the financial and banking sector is also a significant determinant that could 

give impact to banks financial performance.      
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